
Intelligently designed m
ulti-point lock technology.

Ingenious

for life

A state of the art centre gearbox  
is at the heart of the Ingenious  
range - the mechanism  
of the lock is packed with  
features for complete  
peace of mind.

Intelligently  
designed  
multi-point lock  
technology.

Auto-locking  
centre hook
All Ingenious multi-point locks 
feature a high security, auto 
locking centre hook. 

Slider technology
The gearbox has unique 
“slider” technology for a long 
lasting, smooth operation.

Hold back facility 
An ergonomically designed 
hold back snib is on the  
faceplate to prevent  
accidental lock outs.

Dual follower  
gearbox 
Designed with smooth 
operating, unsprung 
followers, the gearbox is 
available in two backsets, 
35mm and 45mm. It also 
features the ability to have 
both front and back door 
applications as standard.

Smooth operation
The latest high specification 
materials and manufacturing 
techniques have been  
used to offer a smooth,  
flawless operation.

Adaptive  
compression rollers
Engineered for compression 
and extra adjustment, all 
Ingenious multi-point locks 
have adaptive compression 
rollers, which engage 
before the locking points 
for smooth operation.

Accessories
The Ingenious  
multi-point lock range  
is complemented by a  
full suite of high security,  
quality accessories.

High security 
one piece keeps

High security  
shoot bolts

Double adjustable  
shoot bolt keeps

Single adjustable  
shoot bolt keeps

High security  
dog bolts

High quality  
door furniture

High security  
composite and timber  
door keeps

Numerals



High security locks for lasting peace of mind. 

Ingenious 

by design 

Professional

multi-point  

locks

1002
Professional 3 hook,  
2 roller, reversible latch,  
extendable, 35mm BS,  
16mm faceplate Resi door MPL

1001
Professional,  
4 roller, reversible latch,  
extendable, 35mm BS,  
16mm faceplate MPL

1003
Professional 3 hook,  
2 roller, reversible latch,  
extendable, 35mm BS, 
16mm faceplate  
French door MPL

Duplex 

multi-point locks

1009
Duplex 5 hook,  
reversible latch, 45mm 
BS, 20mm faceplate 
with radius corners 
Composite door MPL

1004
Duplex 5 hook,  
2 roller, reversible latch,  
extendable, 35mm 
BS, 16mm faceplate 
Resi door MPL

1008
Duplex 3 hook,  
2 deadbolt, reversible  
latch, 45mm BS, 20mm 
faceplate with radius ends 
Composite door MPL

1005
Duplex 5 hook, 2 roller,  
reversible latch, extendable,  
35mm BS, 16mm faceplate  
French door MPL

Guarantee

British  
Design

Peace  
of mind

Security

Our multi-point lock range  
offers complete peace  
of mind on both security  
and reliability - our range  
has been tested extensively 
to the latest market  
standards.

Nearly 50 years of  
experience has contributed 
to a range of high security 
multi-point locks, that were 
designed exclusively in 
Great Britain.

The Ingenious multi-point 
lock range is designed 
to comply with the UK 
police’s flagship initiative 
SBD, supporting the 
principles of “designing 
out crime”.

The complete range of  
Ingenious multi-point  
locks is supported by  
a comprehensive  
FIT & FORGET  
10 year guarantee.

The Duplex range is available with either a  

304 Stainless Steel or CR4 steel faceplate.

PAS
24

BS6375-2  

FORGET

AND

10 YEAR GUARANTEE

PAS  
24:2012

BS  
6375-2:2009

1006
Professional  
35mm BS,  
16mm faceplate,  
extendable Slave door MPL

1007
Professional 3 hook,  
reversible latch,  
45mm BS, 20mm faceplate  
Composite door MPL
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